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The reduction of the energy representation of the group of mappings from 
I = [O, 11, S *, IR + or IR into a compact semisimple Lie group G is given. For 
G = SU(2), the factoriaiity of the representation, which is of type III in the case 
I = IR, is proved. 
The study of irreducible nonlocal representations of the groups of 
mappings of a Riemannian manifold into a Lie group has been initiated by 
Vershik et al, [ 11. In the case where G is a compact Lie group a natural 
representation of such type is the so-called energy representation, which was 
introduced in work by Ismagilov [Z], Parthasarathy and Schmidt [3], 
Vershik et al. [4], and Albeverio and Hbegh-Krohn [5]. In the case 
G = SU(2) Ismagilov [2] has shown the irreducibility for dim X 2 5. This 
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result has been extended to all G compact semisimple and dim X >, 4 in a 
paper by Vershik et al. [4] (containing also a correction to [6]). The 
irreducibility in the case dim X> 3 (and dim X = 2 in case all roots have 
sufficiently big length), G compact semisimple, was shown by Albeverio 
et al. [7]. The method of proof is related to the one used in quantum field 
theory for proving the triviality of the exponential interaction in dimension 
>3 (resp. d = 2 with parameter sufftciently big) [8]. In [7] the reducibility of 
the energy representation i  the case dim X= 1 was also pointed out. This 
depends on the identification ([5, 71) of the cyclic component of the vacuum 
of the energy representation with the representation given by left (or right) 
translations along the paths of Brownian motion in G, using the quasi- 
invariance of Brownian measure on G by left (resp. right) translations. In 
this paper we shall pursue the study of the representation i this case. Before 
coming to a description of our present results let us mention a few other 
papers connected with the study of the energy representation. 
Generalizations (e.g., to representations of central real extensions of the 
group of smooth sections of the l-jet fiber bundle) have been discussed in 
[6, 91. An interesting discussion of the representation i  the general context 
of afftne Lie algebras has been given by Frenkel in [lo] (especially 
Chap. 6.4). This reference also contains a discussion of the interesting 
relations of afftne Lie algebras with Kac-Moody graded Lie algebras and its 
applications to problems in number theory, topology, and other fields (e.g., 
Ill, 19-231). Recently Gaveau and Trauber [ 121 have studied certain 
regular representations of the group of smooth mappings from a manifold 
into a compact semisimple Lie group, given by quasi-invariant Gaussian 
measures on the paths with values in a Sobolev space HJX, G), k > dim X/2 
and conjectured an asymptotic relation with the energy representation. 
Let us now describe briefly the content of this paper. For readers 
convenience we recall first the basic construction of the energy represen- 
tation (for details see [2-71). Let X be a Riemann manifold with volume 
measure dx and a C” strictly positive density p. Let G be a compact 
semisimple Lie group. Let Cr(X, G) be the space of C” mappings from X 
into G which are equal to the unit in G outside some individual compact of 
X. CF(X, G) is a group under pointwise multiplication. We can look at 
CF(X; G) as a metric group in the following way ([5]): Let 
I+Y, I@ E CF(X, G) and define 
(WV ul’) = I, W(x), W(x)) p(x) dx. 
Here the tangent planes T,X = X, and T,,,.G = Gmo.i are equipped with 
their natural Euclidean structures, given by the Riemannian metric on X and 
the Euclidean structure induced on T,,,,G by the one on the Lie algebra 
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g = T,G and the natural mapping T,G + T&(,., G. ( , ) is the natural scalar 
product in the space of bounded linear mappings Y(T,X, T,,,,G) given by 
the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. It was proven in [5] that 
is a metric on CF(X, G), and completing Cr(X, G) with respect to this 
metric we get a complete metric group GX = H,(X, G), the Sobolev-Lie 
group of mappings from X into G. H,(X; G) is an infinite dimensional Lie 
group (see [5,9]). We shall now describe the energy representation of this 
group. 
Let Q E R(TX, g) be the space of smooth l-forms, i.e., smooth maps w 
from then tangent bundle TX into g, linear on the fibers, i.e., w(x) is a linear 
map from T,X into g, for all x E X. 0 is a pre-Hilbert space with respect o 
the scalar product (wr , w2) E I, Tr(w,(x) c+(x)*)p(x) dx. We shall call 2 
the completion of R in the corresponding norm. Let V be the unitary 
representation of GX in OV given by the adjoint representation i  each fiber, 
i.e., given by the following formula, where w E GX, w E 3: 
U’(w)w)(x) = Ad v(x) w(x). 
w E GX -+ r(w)(x) E do. w(x)-’ is a cocycle for the representation V (the 
so called Maurer-Cartan cocycle). By a general procedure, due to Streater 
[ 131, Araki [ 141 and Parthasarathy-Schmidt [ 151, one can associate to V an 
exponential unitary representation U of GX, and this is the energy represen- 
tation. Descriptions of this representations are given in [2-71. We recall here 
two of them. Let p be the standard Gaussian measure associated with the 
real part of 3E. Then, for w E GX, f E L’(dp), CO’ E 2’ 
WWf WI = e 
i(y(~).o’)f(v-l(w)w’), 
An equivalent description of U is obtained by using the Fock-Wiener 
decomposition of L2 (4) = @r= O R @’ ” and writing, for w ’ E Z’ 
WY) exp w’ = ew(-f I rWl*) exp - ( WW, Y(W)) exp( Wd ~0 ’ + v(w)) 
with ] ] the norm in fi and exp w’ E 1 + w’ + (o’ @ w’)/fl + . . . . 
It is shown in [7] that for X = R the cyclic component’ of 1 E L*(Q) 
(“the vacuum”) under U is unitary equivalent o the representations UR, UL 
given by right (resp. left) translations along Brownians paths in G, i.e., 
W”(wlf )(a) = f ~tlw~~~~~ttw~/~o(rt~~l’* Crew (Wolf )(tl) = 
f~w~‘~~~6~~w~‘tl~/~clo~tl~~1’2~~ f E L*(4&,), tl E W, WY P, being the 
Brownian motion measure on the continuous functions from X to G. 
’ Using the method of [4] one can show [25] that 1 is cyclic. 
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Similarly in the cases X = R + , [0, 11, S 
conditioning the measure cl0 on C(R; G) with 
V(T) = e, z < 0 resp. r(O) = q(l) = e (resp. q(O) = 
in G, For more details see [ 5,7]. 
one defines UL, UR by 
respect to the conditions 
q( 1) = e), e being the unit 
Since UL and UR commute and each is equivalent to U, we have in 
particular that I/ is reducible 171. In the present paper we shall investigate 
further this representation, and we shall now briefly summarize the results. 
In Section 2 we show that for any torus T c G we have a decomposition of 
p0 in 1~~ @pr, where ~1~ is the Brownian measure on paths in C(X, T), 
starting at the identity for t = 0, and ph is such that p-l dp is white noise 
distributed, and has horizontal increments, with 9 such that q = pa, 
q E C(I, G), a E C(I, T). ph is mapped by the canonical mapping associating 
to (p its equivalence class in C(X, G/T) into the Brownian measure p1 on 
C(X, G/T). We also show that UL is unitarily equivalent to VL acting on 
K = L2(C(X, G/T), pl) @ L’(C(X, T),& and given by 
y E GX, c E C(X, G/T), a E C(X, T), F E K, p E C(X, T) s.t. p(O) = 0 and 
p- ’ dp = P(yl ?,u- ‘(dt&), with (p a unique path equivalent & 
In the direct decomposition in which r/“(H(I, T)) generates the 
diagonalized operators one has 
uL - - i @ lvda d/+(a), 
We also show that the action uf P(X, G) by left multiplication on the 
measure spaces (C&Y, G), pO) (resp. (C(X, G/T), pO)) of Brownian motion on 
G (resp. G/7’) is ergodic. In Section 3 we decompose the representation 
a-‘da w described above, This gives in particular that UL, UR restricted to 
ri, with TL some torus, are direct integral representations. In the case 
G = SU(2) a suitable parametrization of the paths 4 as paths in TL\G/TR, 
TL , TR tori, yields that the representation of (TL X TR)x given by 
($4 ly> + W) v”(v) h as simple spectrum. We then prove in particular that 
the components P-Ida are a.s. irreducible, that (UL)’ = UR, (v”)’ = UL and 
that UL and UR are factor representations, In the case X- R we also show 
that the corresponding factors are of type III, (The possibility of the 
occurrence of factors not of type I had been pointed out in the fall 1974 by 
Professor I. M. Gelfand in conversations with the fourth author.) 
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2. A REDUCTION OF THE ENERGY REPRESENTATION 
In this section we recall briefly the main facts concerning the energy 
representation of interest for the problem we want to discuss here. For more 
details we refer to [2-71. Let G be a compact semisimple Lie group. Let Z be 
one of the following sets: [O, 11, S ‘, IR +, IR and let C(Z, G) be the set of 
continuous mappings from Z into G. As explained and proven in [7, Sect. 51, 
C(I, G) bears a measure pot the standard Brownian measure, which is useful 
to describe the cyclic component of the vacuum in the energy representation 
of the Sobolev-Lie group H(I, G). c(* is quasi-invariant with respect o the 
left and right actions of H(Z, G) on C(Z, G) and the right (resp. left) regular 
representations UR (resp. U”), given for $ E H(Z, G), q E C(Z, G), 
f E L2(cK a9 PO) bY (~Rwsw = f(~~)(dCro(~~)ld~o(r1))1/* (resp* 
(V(#)s(rt) =f(~-1?)(~~~(~-1rl)/~~*(?))L’2 are equivalent to the cyclic 
component of the vacuum in the energy representation. As remarked in [7], 
UL. and UR commute and are thus reducible. 
Let us fix a torus T in G. In this section we 
decomposition of the Hilbert space X = Lc ‘(C(Z, 
shall give a direct integral 
G),&, relative to r, 
such that the operators v”(a), CT e H(Z, T) are weakly dense in the set of 
diagonal operators for this decomposition. Since UL and UR commute we 
have that U”(#) will appear in this integral decomposition as a decom- 
posable operator 
Our aim is the study of the representation V. The main tool for this is 
PRoPosrrIoN 2.1 l Consider G as Q principal fiber bundle with the right 
action of T and the connectiorz on G stlch that the vertl’cal subspace in the 
tangent space G, at x E G is xt, where t is the Lie algebra of T, and the 
horizoPrta1 subspace is xt’ (with t1 the orthogonal complemetit of t with 
respect to the Euclidean structure on the Lie algebra g of G given by the 
opposite of the Killing furm), For almost all q E C(Z, G) (with respect o the 
standard Bruwnian measure 1110) there exists a canonical decomposition 
yI=#a, (2 1) l 
where a e C(Z, T) and $ has hurizurttal increments, i.e., fur any mouth 
function S from I into t with compact support une has 
I (&r), # -l(t) d#(s)) =0, Gw f 
580/51/l-9 
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where ( , ) is the scalar product in t. The decomposition (2.1) is unique and 
the mapping n --) (4, a) is measurable and transforms p,, in pU, X ,uu,, where pT 
is the Brownian measure on paths in C(Z, T), starting at the identity for 
t = 0, and ,u, is such that $- ’ dd is white noise distributed in t I. Moreover 
the mapping $ --) #‘, where (” is the class of 4 in C(Z, G/T), is injective on the 
paths with hozirontal increments and sends p,, into the Brownian measure p, 
on C(Z, G/T). 
Proof Let P be the orthogonal projection in g with range t. For ZQ,- 
almost all g E C(Z, G) we have that P(n -’ dn) is a measure which is the 
derivative of a continuous function with values in t, and there exists a 
function a in C(Z, T) with a(o) = 0, such that 
a-‘da=P(n-‘dn). (2.3) 
The mapping r~ + a transforms p,, into the Brownian motion measure on 
C(Z, 7’). Let us take 9 = va- ‘, then, for 6 as in the statement of the 
proposition, we have easily (6,#-’ d#) SE (,(a, 4-l d#) = j(S, an-’ dna-’ - 
a-’ da) = 0, since s(t) E t and a . a-’ is trivial on t, and we use (2.3). The 
unitarity of a . a-’ and its triviality on t yield 
P(a-‘4-l d4 a) = P($-’ d4) 
and hence the orthogonality of a - ‘9 - ’ dq a and a - ’ da, which then yields 
the tensorial splitting cl0 = .u,, x ,u~ of ,u,. The injectivity of the canonical 
mapping from C(Z, G) onto C(Z, G/T) restricted to the paths with horizontal 
increments is a consequence of the unicity of decomposition (2.1). As a 
consequence we have that it is possible to look at a function on C(Z, G) as a 
function in two variables, i.e., as a function on C(Z, G/7’) X C(Z, T). In this 
picture the right translation invariant functions are just the functions 
independent of the second variable, which implies the last assertion in the 
proposition. I 
In the sequel we shall refer to decomposition (2.1) as “the orthogonal 
decomposition of g.” In order to perform the decomposition of UL we need to 
relate the orthogonal decompositions of r~ and w-‘q with w E H(Z, G), which 
is the object of 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf n = #a is the orthogonal decomposition of n, then the 
orthogonal decomposition of w-‘n with y E H(Z, G) is 
with $’ = ~-‘#?, a’ =p-‘a, /3 E C(Z, T) such that t?(O) = 0, /I-’ d/.3 = 
P($-Iv-’ W). 
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ProoJ The existence of /I can be obtained as in Proposition 2.1 (in this 
case /3 is obtained as a function with derivative in L*(&,)). The lemma 
follows from the formula 
~‘-‘d~‘=~-‘d~+~-‘~-‘d~~-~-‘(-‘~-’d~~~, 
using the fact that 4 -I d# is horizontal, together with the properties of P. 1 
We can now describe the representation UL by 
THEOREM 2.3. UL is unitarily equivalent to the representation VL acting 
on L*(C(Z, G/T),pJ @ L*(C(Z, T),Z+) and defined for w E H(Z, G), 
tE CV, G/T), aE W, T), FEL*(C(L G/T),P~)O~*(C(~ T),P~) by 
with p E C(Z, T) s.t. p(O) = 0 and /I-’ d/? = P(#-fu-’ dv 4) for the unique 
path $ with horizontal increments s.t. #” = & In the same unitary equivalence 
UR /’ C(Z, T) is equivalent to VR, where VR is given by 
and r means restriction. 
Proof: We have 
with 
WU”(ly) w-’ = V”(w), wuR(y)w-’ = V”(y) 
(WF)(t, a) = F(b). 
This, together with the statements about the measures in Proposition 2.1 and 
Lemma 2.2 then yields the theorem. 1 
We remark that VL and VR commute, which is related to the fact that the 
p appearing in Theorem 2.3 depends on v, 4 but not on a. This permits us to 
prove the following decomposition theorem, by conditioning with respect o 
the second projection ({, a) -I a. 
THEOREM 2.4. In the decomposition in which U”(C(Z, T)) generates the 
diagonalized operators, one has 
UL = J@ u”-’ da &,(a), 
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where # is an arbitrary element of the class c. 
ProoJ: This follows from the decomposition of UR acting on 
L’(C(I, T), &t given by Fourier transform, and the definition of p in the 
statement of Lemma 2.2. m 
Later on we shall also use the following result: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The action of H(I, G) by left multiplication UFZ the 
measure spaces (C(I, G), po) (resp. (C(I, G/r), pl)) ofBrownian motion on G 
(resp. G/T) is ergodic. 
Prclcrf. The case of G/T follows from the one of G because the image 
under the left multiplication action of a right coset is a right coset. Now letf 
be a measurable function on C(I, G) which is invariant under left 
multiplication by smooth functions on I with values in some one-dimensional 
torus T. From the preceding analysis one has, for PO-almost all q 
where ql is such that q; 1 dv, = (1 - P,)(q- 1 dq), where P, now denotes the 
orthogonal projection of g onto t. Repeating this argument for sufficiently 
many tori T, ,..., TP , such that the corresponding one-dimensional sub-lie 
algebras t, ,..*, fP are mutually orthogonal and generate g, one obtains that 
for p, - ax. q, with qP such that 
Ifp%p= (1 -h,) ‘+’ (1 -~,J(tl-’ w. 
From this it follows that $ is a constant pO - a.e., which ends the proof. 
3, FURTHER DECOMPOSITION OF THE ENERGY REPRESENTATION 
In this section we shall obtain a further decomposition of the represen- 
tation V of Theorem 2,4, x = a-’ dor. A first step is 
PR~POSJTI~N 3,l. Consider G as a principal fiber bundle with fiber 
TL x TR, where TL and TR are arbitrary tori in G, with Lie algebras t= and 
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t, , respectively. TL x TR acts on G by h + a- ‘hfi, for (a, 8) f TL X TR . 
Consider the connection on G with vertical subspace tL h + htR = Vh and 
horizontal subspace the orthogonal complement to Vh in G,, where G, is the 
tangent space of G at h. Then we have: 
(i) For p,-almost all q E C(I, G) there exists a decomposition 
where a f C(I, TL), p E C(I, TR), and # has horizontal increments, i.e., such 
that for any smooth functions &: I + tL and 6,: I + tR with compact support, 
une has 
(d,, $-’ d#) = (&, d&K’) = 0. 
(ii) The decomposition i (i) is unique and the mapping q -+ (a, #, p) is 
measurable and transforms pO in Iv@ dp(#), where p is the unique measure on 
horizontal paths with imuge by the injection 4 + #0° (canonical projection 
from C(1, G) to C(I, T,\G/T,)) the Browniun measure on C(1, TL\G/TR). v@ 
is a measure on the pairs of paths (a, 8) E C(I, TL) x C(I, &J = 
C(1, TL x TR) such that (a-’ da,/I-’ d/J) has Gaussian distribution with 
cuvariance given by the matrix 
1 -Ad# 
A4 
-1 - 1 
acting pointwise on L?(t, x t,)-valued functions on 1. 
Proof. Let PL, PR be orthogonal projections from g onto tL, tR. For lo 
almost every q E C(I, G), Adq is unitary in L*(1, g) and PJtf- ’ dry) (resp. 
&(dq q- ‘)) are measures which are derivatives of continuous functions with 
values in tL (resp. tR)+ Let us first remark that the set of q E C(1, G) such 
that Adr(C(1, t,>) c C(I, tR) is of PO-measure zero, because q- ’ dq is 
Gaussian and tR is a proper subspace of g. It follows that the matrix 
1 - PRAdtf-l 
--p,Adq 1 9 (3 1) 
l 
acting on 
the set of 
L ‘-functions with values in t, x tL, is, for PO-a.a. q, invertible and 
equations 
a-l da - PL(qp-’ dpq-‘) = -PL(d&), 
pm’ dp - PR(qvla-’ day) = &(q-’ dq) 
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has solution a, /3 E C(1, TL) x C(I, TR) such that a(0) = 0, p(O) = 0. Putting 
now 4 = a~/?-’ one easily sees that (i) is satisfied. The unicity comes from 
the I,-a,e, invertibility of matrix (3.1) and the fact that for q = &#, 
w=&=T, 
~~h’-~ dr K1)=PL(#y-’ d&l), 
pR(V1 6-l da q)=PR(#-l d-’ da@). 
The mapping q + (~1, /?, 4) is thus one to one and transforms the T,-left and 
&-right invariant functions into functions which only depend on #. 
Therefore the conditioning with respect to the mapping q 3 qoo is just 
obtained by specifying a value of $- Finally the statements about measures 
are consequences of the following relation, which holds for q = a -‘#jJ as in 
0 i : 
Corollary IL2 describes the algebraic properties of UL and UR that follow 
from the preceding results: 
COROLLARY 11.2. The restriction of UL to H(I, Tt) and the restriction of 
UR to H(I, TR) are direct integral representations 
The representation (a, p) E H(I, TL x TR) + u”**(a) UR9*@) is Gaussian, 
namely, UL9* and URq4 act in L’(C(I, TL X TR), ub) and, with ( 9 ) the SC&~ 
product in L2(c(I, T, X TR), V’), 
(1, v”,‘(a) U”*“@l) 
= exp[--i(la-’ da12 + 18-l #I2 - 2(a-’ da, #-‘B-l @#))I 
We remark that one can think of the horizontal path # as representing a
path in the double coset space of G (denoted by T,\G/T,)* In this picture A 
is just the Brownian measure on C(I, T,\G/T,), i.e., the image of p, by the 
canonical projection of C(I, G) onto C(I, TL\G/T,), 
In the case G = W(2) we are able to give a useful parametrization of 
paths in C(1, T,\G/T,) and from now on we shall always assume 
G = W(2). The parametrization is given in 
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LEMMA 3.3. For G = sU(2) we have: 
(0 rf II/, # E c(I, G) are such that for any a E C(I, TL), B E C(I, TR) 
(V -la-l da v/$-l dp) = (#-‘a-’ da #J-’ dp), 
then v, Q define the same path in C(I, T,\GIT,), where TL and TR are 
arbitrary tori in G. 
(ii) If v, # E C(I, G) are such that for any c E C(1, G), p f C(I, TL) 
then w, # define the same path in C(I, T,\G). 
P~oo$ Using approximations of Dirac measures at points x E I by 
functions of the form GL -’ da and /?-I d/J, we get 
Tr(y/(x)-‘a&x)b) = Tr(#-‘(x) a#(~)@ 
for any a E tL, b f tR . Let D be the set of diagonal matrices with zero trace 
and let u (resp. v) be such that tL (resp. tR) are conjugate with D by the 
conjugation u l u -i (resp. u l 21 -I). Then with f = u&)u- ‘, g = u#(x)u -’ 
we have 
Trdf-‘yfi) = Tr( g-‘ygS) (34 
for any y, 6 f D. This relation is also true for y or 8 the unit matrix, hence it 
is true for all diagonal matrices y, 6, Using matrix units we have then 
I&) = 1 guIa From this and the unitarity off and g we have fur cu = fu/g, 
CllICl2 = c121c22’ 
It fAows from this that there exist So, tj (i, j = 1,2) with cij = Siti, 
1 q I= 1 tj I = 1. Thus we have the relation for matrices on C2: 
with s, t diagonal in W(2) with diagonal elements I (resp. tr), i = 1,2. It 
follows then that 
y(x) = u - hqqx) v - %L 
Since sI, t, depend continuously on X, we have completed the proof of (i). 
The rest of Lemma 3.3 is easy using the same method. 1 
We shall also need 
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LEMMA 3.4. For G = SU(2) there exists a basis B for the Bore1 sets in 
C(Z, TL\G/TR) such that for A E B the measures I, v* dp,,(#) and 
s CA vm dp,,(o), with CA the complement of A, are mutually disjoint. 
Proof Using a basis in tR and tL one sees that the measures v* are 
measures on 7’(R*) with covariance given by the quadratic form 4, 
~E5”(iT?*)-+~@A@dz, with @(r)=($~), Aii=l, Aij=a(z), i#j, 
i, j = 1, 2, where a(r) is a real function with 1 a(r)1 < 1, only depending on 
4(r) and satisfying a,(s) # a*(r) iff #i(r) # 4*(t) (this follows from 
Lemma 3.3). a(z) is continuous for almost all 4. Using another basis in 




can be replaced by a diagonal matrix with 1 f a(t) on the diagonal. A set in 
B is a set of #‘s such that the corresponding a-denoted by a,-takes its 
value a,(t,) in a given Bore1 set for some t, E I. By Lemma 3.3 such sets are 
separating in C(Z, TL\G/TR) and consequently they generate the Bore1 
structure. It is sufficient to prove the lemma for A given by the condition 
a,(t,) < d, for any d > 0. By the almost sure continuity of trajectories we 
have that there exists an open set d and a number q > 0 such that for r E 4, 
QEA, #‘ECA we have 
a,(r) & d - n < d < a,!(t). 
The lemma is then proven using the result of Proposition Al of the 
Appendix, which actually shows that the two measures in the statement of 
Lemma 3.4 have disjoint projections on the set of (TL x T,)-valued functions 
with logarithmic derivatives at (a,/$ E TL x TR, (a-’ da,/?-’ d/?) which are 
distributions with support in b. I 
We are now able to prove 
THEOREM 3.5. Let G = W(2), then the representation of H(Z, TL X TR) 
in L*(C(Z, SU(2))) given by (4, w) E H(Z, TL x TR) + U”(4) U”(w) has 
simple spectrum. The representation space can be identified with the set of 
L*-functions, on (t, x t,)-valued measures on Z, with respect to the measure 
vO whose Fourier transform is given by 
ei(f.xL) ei(g.xR) dvo(xL, xR) = ,-VI*/2 ,-lelV2 
where pO is the standard Brownian measure on C(Z, G). 
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Proof: The second assertion follows from the first one and the fact that 
(f, qgv,‘) only depends on the TL\G/TR double cosets. The cyclicity of the 
vacuum vector (1 E L’(C(I, SU(2)),p,)) follows from Lemma 3.4 and the 
cyclicity of the vacuum for the representation (#, w) --t U”*“(#) U”@(w) for a 
given path p in TL\G/TR , this being a consequence of the Gaussian character 
of this representation. 1 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let G = SU(2). Then we have: 
(i) For almost all xL E a - ’ da, with a E C(I, T,), a(0) = e, with 
respect to ,urR, pTn being as in Theorem 2.4, the operator 
is in the von Neumann algebra generated by W(H(I, TL)). 
(ii) The same statement as in (ii) holds also for y E H(I, G) and 
UXr(H(Z, TL)) replaced by UQ(H(Z, G)). 
(iii) The double cornmutant uX,(H(I, G))” contains all operators of 
multiplication by functions of& r E C(I, G/T,). 
ProoJ The decomposable operator (YE H(I, TL))-+ W(y)=j @ W(y)dp(a), 
associated to the (constant) field a -+ W(o) in the Hilbert decomposition of 
Theorem 2.4, commutes with U”(H(Z, TR)). It also commutes with 
U”(H(Z, TL)) because W(y) does commute with UQ(H(Z, TL)), as seen using 
the fact that the function 
is invariant by left multiplication by y E H(I, TL). It follows from 
Theorem 3.5 that W(y) is in (U”(H(I, TL)), U”(H(I, TR))” and (i) follows. 
(ii) This condition is an immediate consequence of (i) since the tori of G 
generate G. 
(iii) From Theorem 2.4 and (ii) we have that UQ(H(I, G))” contains the 
operators multiplication by functions of the form 
t- exp ilxL, t-‘#-’ 40 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.3 this set of functions is an algebra and 
separates the points, which then ends the proof Corollary 3.6. m 
We conclude with a theorem stating the factoriality of the representations 
uL, uR. 
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THEOREM 3.7. For G = SU(2) we have: 
(i) The restriction of UR to H(Z, TR) has double commutant 
U”(H(Z, T,))” which is maximal Abelian in U”(H(Z, G))“. 
(ii) U”(H(Z, TL))” is maximal Abelian in U”(H(Z, G))“. 
(iii) In the decomposition of Theorem 2.4 in which U”(C(Z, TR)) 
generates the diagonal operators, i.e., 
1 
0 
uL = Ua-Ldn dpTR(a), 
the components Ux, x = a- ’ da, a(0) = e are irreducible for p,,-almost all x. 
(iv) The commutant of UL is UR and the one of UR is UL, i.e., 
(U”)’ = uR, (U”)’ = uL. 
(v) UL and UR are factor representations. 
Proof. Let Q E U”(H(Z, T,))’ n U”(H(Z, G))“. Then Q is decomposable 
with respect o the Hilbert decomposition of Theorem 2.4, i.e., 
Q = ~QQx&,Jx). 
Since U”(H(Z, G))” c U”(H(Z, G))’ for almost all x, QX commutes with 
UL1x(H(Z, G)). Qx is the multiplication by some function of <E C (Z, G/T,) 
which is invariant under translations, by Corollary 3.6(iii), (iv). Hence by 
Proposition 2.5 we have that Qx is a multiple of the identity and thus 
Q E U”(H(Z, TR))“. This proves (i). Condition (ii) is obtained in a similar 
way to (i), interchanging UR and UL. Condition (iii) is an immediate conse- 
quence of (i) (using, e.g., [24, Theorem 8.321). To prove (iv), let us consider 
a Q E U”(H(Z, G))‘. Then Q is decomposable in the decomposition of 
Theorem 2.4, i.e., 
Q = 1” QW,,W. 
By the irreducibility of UL*x one has that Qx E ULVx(H(Z, G))” for firR-a.a. x
and thus Q E UL(H(Z, G))“, which proves (iv). To prove (v) let us consider 
Q E U”(H(Z, G))” n U”(H(Z, G))‘. By (iv) and (i) we see that for any torus 
T, we have Q (5 u”(W, TR))” and symmetricaly for any TL, 
Q E U”(H(Z, T,))“. On the other hand by Theorem 3.5 the representation 
space can be described as a set of functions of two variables xL, xR in such a 
way that U”(H(Z, TR)) and U”(H(Z, TL)) are multiplications by functions of 
xR (but not of x,) respectively by functions of xL (but of not &). This 
together with Q E UR (H(Z, TR))” r7 UL(H(Z, TL)“, implies that Q is a 
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constant, hence U”(H(Z, G))” n U”(ZZ(Z, G))’ are the multiples of the 
identity, which proves that UR, and similarly UL, are factor 
representations. I
Again let G = SU(2) and now let Z be R. The von Neumann algebras 
U”(Zf(Z, G))” and U”(H(Z, G))” are asymptotically Abelian as seen by 
restricting first to functions of compact support and noticing that by tran- 
slations one has eventually commutation (since U”(w) and U”(w’) commute 
when w and w’ have disjoint support). 
One easily verifies that ll is, up to scalar multiplication, the unique 
invariant vector, using asymptotic Abelianness and clustering for the vacuum 
expectation (1, .ll). This, by a result of Stwmer [ 181, implies that UL and UR 
generate von Neumann algebras of type III or of type II, and, in the latter 
case, the vacuum expectation is a trace. But a routine computation shows 
that, for G = SU,, with the Pauli matrices notation, taking 
~44 = exp + u(u(t)) a(t) , (’ 1 ~40 = exp (’ + u(w) a(t) 1 3 
one has: 
(19 U”(w) U”(co)~) # (1, U”(v) U”(vl)~), 
ifonechoosesw.w=l,w.u=O,u.u=l,du/dt=wAuanda#Owith 
compact support. This rules out the case II,, hence we have type III. We 
formulate this in 
THEOREM 3.8. Let G = SU(2) and Z= R. Then the von Neumann 
algebras UL (H(Z, G))” and U”(H(Z, G))” generated by UL, UR are 
asymptotic Abelian factors of type III. 
APPENDIX 
We give an elementary proof of a “uniform disjointness” result, namely, 
PROPOSITION A 1. Let A and B be bounded invertible operators on 
L ‘(I?) satisfying 
for some constants 1, A’. Let pA, pg be the corresponding Gaussian measures 
with covariances given by A (resp. B). Then there exists a Bore1 set N in 
S’(lR), only depending on 1 and I’, such that ,uA(N) = 0 and p,(N) = 1. 
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Proof Let us first remark that if A is the ball of center 0 and of radius R 
in R* and if p, and p,, are the Gaussian measures with covariance matrices 
a and All respectively, with a < All, then one has 
Moreover if b > L’ll, we have 
Using an arbitrary basis in L*(lR ‘) one can assume that the measures are on 
n=(iRu{a3))” and one can describe sets on B by prescriptions on the 
canonical projections xi, i = l,..., N. One has 
pA{Jxilz + lxj12 <R’} >p~,{Ixi12 + Ix,12 < R2} = 1 -eeRY2’ 
~R(IXil’ + Ixj12 < R2} <P~,~{Ix,I~ + lxj12 < R2} = 1 - e-R2’2n’. 
Now choosing sequences of real numbers R, such that e-R2’2a’ = n-’ and 
sets 
Nk= {1X2n12 + b2n+,12~ <RR,,vni 
one easily verifies that N = Uk> r Nk satisfies the statements in the 
proposition. I 
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